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Exchange of warmth during the way of negative and positive convention connected
with blood flowing in the skin surface
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Abstract: Researches, which tvere conducted over rabbits, allowed to explain the mechanism of Bazett's phenonemon and B. Nielsents phenonemon. The Bazettts
phenonemon is stipulated with the negative convention
and the B. Nielsen's phenonemon is stipulated with the
positive warmth convention through blood to the skin
surface.

INTRODUCTION

Bazett's researches demonstrated that during small
warmth expanses and low surrounding temperatures make
a temperature chart in a dermis the function go convex [1].
However B Nielsen's researches show, that in the bigger
warmth expanses and higher surrounding temperatures
chart in the dermis make the function go concave tzl
These phenomenons were suitably called: the Bazett's phenomenon and the B. Nielsen's phenomenon. The mechanism of these phenomenons hasn't been finally explained.

METHODS
Researches, that were conducted on the rabbits, which
were given time to rest in the surrounding temperature 5 40 oC in the period of given in the beginning warmth exchange laws the mathematics model with the blood system
in the rabbits organism, which structure
was showed in the fig I [3] The warnrth exchange in the

was elaborated

rabbits organism while different temperatures was described in the frg 2,3 and 4. Testing and model researches
allowed to elaborate their own to show all warmth exchanges and termoregulation. Apart from it there was

marked the efficiency of the thermic warmth vents (q<0)
and warmth Sources (q>0) in the skin surface. The efficiency of the thermic warmth vents (negative warmth
sources) shows the warnth expense delivered by blood
from volume unit of the skin surface to the inner part. The
efficiency of the thermic warmth sources shows the warmth
expense delivered by blood from inner part into the volume
unit of skin surface. Described thermic parameters allowed
to elaborate own method to show blood flowing through the
skin surface, which was described and publicised [4].
Blood flowing throng the skin surface defines equation:

F.=14.917
u

and amounts to 38,8 "C, T.

-

average temperature of the

skin surface.
RESULTS

The negative warmth convention phenomenon trough
blood to the rabbits skin surface, being in the time of rest,
exists in the surrounding temperatures lower then 12,8oC.
It consists on the thing, that the flowing blood throng the
skin surface not only delivers the warmth, but it takes it
(the warmth) and takes it from the skin surface into the inner part (-Hd This phenomenon is stipulated by the blood
flowing through capillary vessels of the skin surface, which
are to be microscopic warmth vents. The ef[rciency of the
thermic warnrth vents is negative (q<0) and that is why the
charakterictical temperature chart in the skin surface Tr is
the convex function (ftg 2) This chart was described by
BazeIl [1]. In other surrounding temperatures - higher then
l2,8oc in the rabbits skin surface, we can see the phenomenon of the positive convention. In this phenomenon
blood, that flows through the skin surface gives warmth
from the inner part (Hil. This phenomenon is stipulated by
the blood flowing through arterial - venous anastomosis,
which we can treat like a microscopic warmth sources. The
efficiency of the thermic warnrth sources is positive (q>0)
and that is why the characterictical temperature chart in
the skin surface in makes the concave function (fig 3)
This chart appears in the B. Nielsens researches. When the
surrounding temperature is l2,8oC - the negative convention and the positive convention are equivalent. That time
the efficiency of the thermic warmth sources is zero (q:0)
and it makes, that the temperature chart in the rabbits skin
surface T3 makes the line function (fig 4)

H,^^K +3,984r[*ll
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-t.

where: Ht - total warmth expense delivered by blood from
the inner part to the skin surface during the positive convention (fig 3) or opposite from the skin surface into the
inner part during the negative convention (ftg. 2),
T*, - average temperature in the limit of the skin surface
and the inner part, which is stable in hemioteria conditions

T*..'

Fig.1. The structure of rabbits elaborated organism: A - the
inner part, B - the outside part (the skin surface), C - ear
corchas, 12 änd h - ray and the longth of the aproksymatical
lump, T* - inner temperaturo, T*r - the average tempera-
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ture in the limit of the skin surface and the inner part, T, the average temperature of the skin surface, T,, - the temperature of ear corchas, T" - the surrounding temperature.
H.
E""

)u,
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Fig.3. The positive convention. The warmth exchange in
the rabbits organism (being in rest), when the surrounding
temperature is Tu>12,8 oC. He - total warmth expence delivered in the way of convection by the blood from the inner part into the skin surface, H1' - the warmth expence
delivered in the way of convection by the blood into the
skin surface and it spreads centrifugal, Hk" - the warmth
expence delivered in the way of convection by the blood
into the skin surface and it spreads centripetal, T2 - the
temperature chart in the skin surface, which is the concave
function (the B. Nielsens phanomenon). The rest of the
signatures like in the fig. 2.

::1"
Ftg.2. The negative convention phenomenon.
Exchange of warmth in the rabbits organism, being in the

.I

time of resting, when the surrounding temperature is
Tu<12,8 oC: A - the inner part, B - the outside part (the

H..

skin surface), C - ear corchas, H - total warmth expence of
the rabbit, H,.," - total warmth expence expersed by ear carchas, E." - the warmth expence expersed by a breathing
ways in the way of evaporatiotr, H, - the warmth expence
expersed by the skin, H1 - total warmth expence in the convection way by blood from the skin surface into the inner
part, H1' - centripetal warmth expence taking by the flowing blood through the skin surface, Hk" - centrifugal

warmth expence taking by the flowing blood through the
skin surface, Ho - the warmth expence transported from the
inner part into the skin surface, H" - the warmth expence
exporsed by ear corchas in the ways of: conductivity, convection and radiation, E.,, - the warmth expence expersed
by ear carches in the way of evaporatiotr, E, - the warmth
expence expersed by the skin in the way of the evaporation,
E - total warmth expence expersed in the way of evaporation, H6 - the warmth expence expersed by the skin in the
ways of: conductivity, convection and radiation, & - the
average thickness of the skin surface, T* - the inner temperature, T*, - the average temperature in the limit of the
skin surface and inner part, T, - the average temperature of
the skin surface, T" - the temperature of ear carches, T the temperature chart in the inner pärt, T1 - the temperature chart in the skin surface is the convex function (the
Bazetts phenomenon).

Fig.4. The rabbits warmth exchange, being in the time of
resting, when the surrounding temperature is Tu=12,8 oC.
Tr - the temperature chart in the skin surface, which is the
line function. The rest of the signatures like in the frg.2.
CONCLUSION

These researches demonstrated, that the Bazett's phenomenon is determined by the negative convention and the
B. Nielsen's phenomenon is determined by the positive
convention of heat throueh blood to the skin surface.
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